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italian Railways. 

The Italian engineer Giuseppe Spera makes in his 
book, which has lately appeared, some interesting re
velations with regard to the Italian railways, and his 
remarks are worthy of general attention, says The En
gineer. Italy possesses a railway system of the value of 
140 milliards of lire and 9,334 miles in length, and there
by occupies the eighth place among the countries of the 
world; but, when one compares the length of the rail
way system with the number of the inhabitants, Italy 
is reduced to the forty·first position on this list. 

Italy is becoming worse and worse, and is far behind describes the most· modern form of mechanical bell 
the system of conveyance by carriers. ringer. "The Electrical Suspension Railroad" is ac-

The management of nearly all the Italian lines is in 
the hands of three companies since 1885, when the state 
leased the three systems of the Mediterranean, the 
Adriatic, and the Sicilian railways to the above compa
nies. But, by reason of the shortsighted and bureau· 
cratic nature of the system of management laid down 
by the state, �he development of the railways has 
been hampered, and as a result of its policy in this re
spect the sum of £210 has to be granted every year by 
the state for every kilometer, or about two·thirds of a 
mile. The time occupied in short journeys leaves 
much to be desired, and in this matter the Italian rail
ways are in evil plight; this is all the more remarkable 
since 70 per cent of the passengers make only short dis
tance journeys. 

Although the unsatisfactory state of the railways companied by a full-page engraving showing the rail
from a commercial point of view may in some degree road between Elberfeld and Barmen as it will appear 
be traced to the unstable condition of Italian politics, when finished. This is an extraordinary development 
yet the technical shortcomings of the whule system of the elevated railroad, in which the cars are sus
and the unreasonableness displayed in its administra- pended from inverted Y's. "Kangaroo Hunting in 
tion must not be lost sight of ; thus, there are from Queensland" is illustrated by a spirited engraving 
seven to nine officials for every 1,100 yards of railway, showing the hunters in full chase after these animals. 
wh

.
ile in N�rth America three officials ar� found to be I" Color Vision," by F. P. Whitman ; "The Develop

qUIte sufficlent for the same extent of hne. In com- ment of Photography in Astronomy," by Prof. E . . K 
parison with other countries, Italy has the largest rail- Barnard, and the" Inaugural Address of Sir William 
way staff. Moreover, the uncertainty and want of se- Crookes," are concluded or continued in this number. 
curity in the goods traffic leave very much to be de- "Musical Susceptibility of Animals" is an interesting
sired. It is said that matters have come to such a article by Nicolas Pike. Among the technical articles 
state on the Italian railways that the authorities have are: "The Dangers of Acetylene," .. Black Printing 
resolved to introduce very thorough and drastic re- Processes," "Spinning, Stamping, and Working of 
forms. Aluminum and lIrass Sheet," and " Culture and Pre-

Travelers have for many years suffered at the hands paration of Orris Root." ., The Neo-Occultism" de
of the Italian customs officials at the frontier stations, scribes a striking experiment with the X-rays. The 
and it is certainly surprising that Italy has been so column of "Selected Formulffi" is given up in this 
long in realizing that more attention ought to be paid issue to formulas for the destruction of animal para
to the wants of the traveling public, so far as the Italian sites. 
railways are concerned; year by year new routes are ========================== 

The express trains convey only first and second class 
passengers, and the passenger trains can at most at
tain but a speed of from 20 to 23 miles an hour. The 
passenger rates are certainly not higher than those in 
use in other countries, but they are much too high in 
comparison with those current in England, for the 
population of Italy has scarcely one-fourth of the 
income enjoyed by the population of England per 
head. The goods traffic 'is in an equally bad state ; 
viewed as a whole, the forwarding of goods by rail in 

being opened up for the tourist, and t he conditions of 
travel upon such routes are of a nature that for the 
most part leads one to avoid the discomfort that, as a 
rule, falls to the lot of the tourist in Italy. 
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RECENTLY PATENTED INVENTIONS. 
Agricultural IlnplClnents. 

LA WN·MOWER.-HARRY JACKSON, Kingston, N. Y. 

The purpose of this invention is to provide a lawn
mower in which the knives are so shaped as to obtain tbe 
best cutting action, and in which the cut grass will free 
itself from the machine, thus preventing clogging. In a 
frame a shaft is mounted carrying blades formed of plain 
metallic plates. The plates are held diagnally with ref
erence to the shaft, the blade having a taperini( flange at 
its outer e(!�e. This flange is at an angle to the blade 
and projects beyond one side, running gradually from 
zero at one extremity to the greatest width of the flange 
at thR opposite extremity. A le<1g�r-kmfe is held to be 
engaged by the edge of the knife-flange. 

Bicycle Inlprovenlents. 

UNICYCLE. -VERNON D. VENABLE, Farmville, Va. 
The unieycle forming the subject of this invention is 
provided with a rim or spokelesB wheel composed of two 
parts, one sliding upon the other. A seat-support is 
pivoted upon the inner part of the rim to swing in the 
plane thereof. A drive·wheel is carried by the inner 
rim, engages the outer rim and has a limited movement 
relative to the inner rim. To the inner rim a saddle
post is pivoted and a frame secured. A drive· wheel is 
adjustably mounted i n the frame and has recesses to re
ceive projections on the outer rim. A pedal-shaft is car
ried by an upright and operates a driving connection 
between the pedal-shaft and the shaft on which the 
driving-wheel is mounted. 

Electrical Appliances. 

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM. - GEORGE L. 

CAMPBELL, Dm�hore, Pa. This invention is an im
provement in electric railway systems, and comprises 
means by which a closed conduit may be operated. A sur· 
face.rail made in ihort, insulated sections is used, and a 
trolley or follower WIthin the conduit commnnicate6 
with a continuous conductor and the third rail or sec· 
tional conductor. The car is made to travel by the influ· 
cnce of a magnet mounted on the car. The third 
rail is normally" dead." The system is hence exceed
ingly safe, and needs no protection in the way of fences. 
The workmen employed need take no special care to 
avoid the rail. 

Engineering IDlprovelllents. 

Mechanical Devices. 

LOCK.-A.LFRED L. GARLOUGH, St. Paul, Minn. The 
lock forming the subject of this invention is of especial 
vaiue in tenements, offices, and the like, where it is 
usually necessary, when key.locksare used, to fit new 
keys for every new tenant. WIth this lock it is only 
necessary to change the combmation, and thus the ex
pense of new keys is avoided, The lock comprises a 
casing in which a locking bolt and a latch-bolt are mov· 
able. A series of tumbler-carriers are mounted to swing 
in the casing, and have openings at one side in line with 
a projection of the locking bolt. Tumblers are adjust
able across the openings. The tum bler-carrie1'll may be 
lifted one independently of the other, the lockinll; and 
latch-bolts being moved inwardly after the carriers have 
been lifted. The combinations of the lock may be 
changed by removing the several carriers. 

ALARM M.AIL-BOX.-CYRUS R. FUREY, Logans· 
port, Ind. The mail-box provided by this invention is 
adapted for private use and is an improvement in such 
boxes as have an alarm attachment, designed to be ope
rated when the lid is opened. The present box has a 
body with a sounding box in which a gong is located. 
A wheel is arranged facing and close to the gong, and is 
provided with a series of curved teeth. A spring has its 
free end arranged for contact with the teeth, and is pro
vided with a clapper adapted to strike the gong. A rod 
connects the hinged box-lid with that side of the wheel 
toward which its teeth are curved, to operate the device 
on opening the lid. 

A PPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING WOOD

ALCOHOL. - MARTIN F. QUINN, Straight, Pa. The 
main object of this invention is to devise an arrangement 
so that provision is made for the expansion and contrac
tion of the retort in its hOllsing, without injuring the sur
rounding brick-work. With this end in view, the in
ventor places the retort in a housing which bas a pier 
midway of its length and on which the central portion of 
the retort rests. Two or more otber piers are phced on 
each side of the first-named pier, and on these the retort 
loosely rests. By this means the retort will contract 
toward each end from the middle. The discharge-pipes 
leading the products of distillation from the retort to the 
condenser are passed through openings in the side of 
the housing of larger diameter than the pi[Jes. Hence 
the side walls of the huusing, as well as the ends and 
top, have no connection with the retort, and the hous
ing is not injured by the expansion and contraction of 
the retort. 

TIRE-BOLTING MACHINE.-JOSEPH R. WHITA-
ROTARY-ENGINE.-JAMES C. WALKER, Waco, KER, Wilmington, O. This machine comprises a slotted 

Tex. The rotary-engine of this inventor is an improve- beam provided at ?ne end ,;ith means for
o
securin� it to a 

ment on an engine already patented by him. The pres- support an� carrYI�g an adJ?st�ble bub.p�n held m place 
ent engine comprises a fixed annular cham ber, a sliding 

I 
by a clampmg deVICe. A shde IS held adJustable on. the 

abutment, a drive-shaft having a concentric piston, shaft- oute� en� of t�e beam and. has a post also for�ed WIth a 
operated means for lifting the abutment and a steam- ?earlllg .. m �hICh a frame IS �ovable that carnes a ca�
chest for the "hamber having a duplex set of steam- ml( at Its mner end. Meshmg gear-wheels are held III 

ports, one set being at each side of the abutment. A hann- the casing, o�,e o.f which is p!,?vide.d witb 3 central 
operated slining valve opens and closes the inlet of one tapered opemng m whICh a nut-Jaw I� removably fitted 
set and the exhaust of the other set of ports. The chest and adapted to engage the nut of a tIre-bolt. A shaft 
has independently and automatically operated supple- is connected with the other gear�wheel an� .. lever is fm
mental alves movable over the inlets and ports. Fixed crumed on the post of the adJustable shde and carrIeS 
cams ar: carri�d by the shaft to move the supplemental a tool adapted to engage the slot in the head of the bolt. 
valves in one direction. centrifugal adjustable cut-Offs WOOD-TURNING LATHE.-NELSON R. SPRINGER, 

moving them in the reverse direction. Either of the Dixfield, Me. The lathe .forming the subject of this 
supplemental valves may be set out of engagement with invention is provided with a movable carriage with which 
the shaft. Cam and cut off devices hold this valve to a lever is connected. A toothed bar is adapted to be en· 
close off its respective steam inlets. gaged by the lever to move tbe carriage forward a prede-

ICE-STEAMBOAT.-ANTOINE I. SHERMAN, Punta termined dIstance. A cutter-head controlled by means 
Gorda, Fla. In this steamhoat. improvements in con- of the lever moves in t.he carriage and is. adapted to fa�e 
struction are found which enable the boat to be readily off the end of the stICk. On the carrIage a cutter IS 
handled and navigated on ice or snow the driving fixed for turning the end of the stick round before facing 
mechanism heing operated by .team-po�er. The boat it. The machine is especially adapted to the turning of 
comprises a frame having adjustable runners thereunder checkers. 
mounted upon vertical pivots, a steering-wheel con- MERRY-GO-ROUND. - W,LLIAM HERFURTH, New 
nected with certain runners whereby they may be used as York City. This merry-go-round comprises principally 
rudders, and propelling mechanism carried upon the a revolu ble frame having its axis inclined from a ver· 
frame and consisting of a rotating wheel having teeth en- tical plane, and a flexible platform supported freely from 
gaging the ice. the frame to permit the sections thereof to assume a hor-

izontal position by gravity. When the frame revolves also provided, having above its axis a sleeve with 
then the hobby·horses or other devices always stand III a a wedge-shaped end adapted to engage the upper 
horizontal position, so that, when the mactline is in mo- surface of the wings to lower or open them. Another 
tion, ttle hobby-horses incline toward the platform. Thus sleeve is secured to the bolt below its axis and is pro
the rider, carried byone of the hobby-horses, is always in vided with a wedge-shaped end adapted to engage the 
a level position, with a changing floor or platform, so I lower surface of the wings to raise or close them. 
that a spe�tat�r gaIn. th.e impressi?n that the hobby- COIN-CHUTE.- CHARLES J. TAYLOR, Shelbyville, 
horse WIth Its rIder I" movmg or rockmg. Ill. The chute devised by tbis inventor is designed more 

FRUIT·.JUICE EXTRACTOR.-GEORGE N. GUTHRIE, especially to be used in connection with telephone pay
Gallatin, Tenn. 1'he apparatus patented by this inventor stations. In one side of the casing of the chute are 
is adapted to extract the juice of fruit and comprises a fixed stops one ahove the other and insulated from one 
casing, a perforated cylinder having clltters for reducing another. A vertically-moving plate is located at the 
the fruit to pomace and mounted to rotate in the casing, opposite side of the casing and is provided with two 
a screw-shaft extended through the cylinder, and a stops, one above the other. The two lower stops are in 
presser-plate in the cylinder adapted to be moved by the an electric circuit designed to be closed by a coin en
screw-shaft. This machine may be made of any size gaging with the lower stops. The telephone-lever has 
and will be found useful for household purposes when it connection with the movable plate. The movable stops 
is desired to make a small amonnt of fresh cider and the are so related to the fixed stops that when the tele_ 
like. phone lever is held downward the two upper stops will 

lUlscellaneous Inventi ons. 

retain tbe coin; when the lever is raised, the coin will 
be released from the upper stops and caught and held by 

METHOD OF AND MEANS FOR DELIVERING the two lower stops nntilthe lever is moved downwardly, 
PNEUMATICALLY-CONVEYED GRAIN.-FREDERIC releasing the coin from the lower stops. 
E. DUCKHA>I, London, England. In conveying grain 
pneumatically, the grain flows in a somewhat attenuated 
stream suspended in a current of air of such high pres
sure that the air and grain travel at a great velocity. 
The result is that it is well· nigh impossible to (eposit 
the grain in any particular spot if it is projecterl from 
the discharge pipe at a high velocity. In the present in
ventIOn, this objection is overcome by changing the di
rection of the grain just before it emerges, whereby its 
high velocity is destroyed. Before the air current can 
overc.ome the inertia of the grain and again impart to it 
its initial high nlocity, the air will have become dis
persed in the surrounding atmosphere, while the grain, 
freed from the propulsive action of the air, masses in a 
thick stream and flows out slowly, so that it may be de
posited wherever desired. 

DERA.ILING-DEVICE. - DAVID ANDERSON and 
DAVID BEVAN, Delphos, O. This device consi.ts of a 
base adapted to be fastened to a railroad tie, to which 
base a flange is pivotally connected, having its free end 
formed wittl a trough arranged to fit down over the head 
of the rail. The flange is formed with a diagonal groove 
commencing at one end at the inside of the trough and 
below the upper wall thereof and extending over the 

trough to its outside. An abutment follows the line of 
the gr,?"ve on the inside thereof, the upper edge of the 
ahutment being considerably above the upper surface of 
the free end of the flange above the trough. 

SACK-HOLDER.-MoNTY A. LYON, Wisdom, Mont. 
. The device provided by this inventor c.omprises a 
standard having a central support and side membe1'll be. 
tween which the support is located, and a holder con
sisting of a band adapted to engage a sack or the like at 
the mouth and engagiug the side members of the stand
ard. the holder being provided with a hook adapted to 
engage the support The hook can be readily disen
gaged whenever desired, to permit the sack to be shaken, 
af,er whic.h operation the hook can be again con
veniently attached to the support and the filling com
pleted. 

WRENCH.-CHARLES S. METCALFE, Silver City, New 
Mexico. To provide a wrench which will grip either 
round or polygonal bodIeS with equal firmness is the 
purpose of this invention. The shank of the wrench is 
provided with a fixed jaw and carries an adjustable 
traveler. A movable jaw is fitted upon the shank and 
pivotally mounted at its heel upon the traveler. A lever 
is interposed between the front of the movahle jaw and 
the traveler and fulcrumed on the latter, the lever having 
a cam-surface in engagement with the movable jaw at 
the front thereof. 

DISCHARGE-VALVE FOR ASH-PITS. - JOSEPH 
SEDLMAYER, New York city. This invention is an im
provement upon a device of a similar nature for which a 
patent was granted to the same inventor. The chute is 
provided with hinged wings. A sliding hinge-bolt is 

DISH-DRAINER.-HENRY M. TSCHOPP, Pickering
ton, O. This dish-drying tray has a leg to support Its 
outer portion and has a fastening device or jaw capable 
of engaging the etlge of a pan, whereby to sapport the 
inner portion of the tray and permit the dishes to drain 
into the pan and to dry upon Lhe tray. 

TIRE-HOLDER. - JOHN D. AITKEN, Northport, 
N. Y. The purpose of this invention is to provide a 
device to support a tire above a blacksmith's anvil so as 
to carry most of the weight thereof and permit ready 
manipulation. The support comprises a tube with a 
series of lateral pin-receiving holes, a bar slidable within 
the tube and having a SIde· extending hook upon its 
lower end, a spring attached to the upper end of the 
bar, and a pin adapted to pass through the holes in the 
tube and engage the upper end of the spring. 

ACETYLENE GA8-GENERATOR.-GEORGE L. Ho
GAN, Baltimore, Md. This acetylene gas generator be
longs to that type in which an external tank, holding 
water, is combined with an inverted bell or buoyant gas· 
ometer dipping down into the water at its lower edge 
and containing a basket for the calcium carbid. The 
gasometer, on being raised out of the water by the pres
sure of the gas. carries the carbid out of contact with 
the water and thuR stops further generation until the 
gas already generated has been consumed. The present 
invention adapts this form of generator for use as a street
lamp and for other large lamps. 

TOBACCO PIPE-THOMAS MeE. GILL, Mexico, Mo . 
This invention seeks to do away with the varnish and 
filling or other polished finiRh commonly used on cob and 
wood pipes. which varnish often destroys the desir
able qnalities of a pipe To secure a fine external 
finish and shape which will permit the thorough cleaning 
and ready renew, 1 of the bowl or lining of the pipe, 
which will at the same time form an air-chamber sur
rounding the lining to prevent the exterior of the pipe 
from being overheated and which will permit the conve_ 
nient adjustment of the casing to take up shrinkage from 
time to time as may be desired, the pipe forming the 
subject of the present invention has been devised. The 
inventor also secures such results by a special CODstruc
tion of casing which serves to form an ornamental exte
rior and which strengthens the material. 

Designs. 

COMBINATION GARMEN'r.-JAcoB H. FLEISCH, 
New York city. This garment is a combination coat and 
waistcoat, and COI>!ltitutes a deeirable sporting costume. 
To the flaps of a coat waistcoat flaps are secured, which, 
when buttoned, present the appearance of a waistcoat 
beneath a coat. 

NOTE.-Copies of any of these patents will be furn
ished by Munn & Co. for 10 cents each. Please send 
the name of the patentee, title of the invention, and date 
of this paper. 
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